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Dark, Spare Men as Husbands. 
“If young women would study the 

chromatic characteristics of men more 
closely before betrothing themselves” 
sald the woman who thinks deeply, 
“there would be fewer unhappy mar 
riages. A man's complexion and gen. 
eral build have much to do with his 
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Questions and Answers 

When could the British empire be 

purchased for the lowest sum? When 

| Richard 111 offered his kingdom for a 
horse 
What Is the largest room In 

world? The room for Improvement 
When may a man be sald to break 

fast before he gets up? When he takes 
a roll In bed — Philadelnhia Ledeer 
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Your Style in REGALS is 

Waitng For You. 
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MINGLE’S SHOE STORE, 
BELLEFONTE, PA. 
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Life and Accident Insurance, 
. senator X3sma and Surety Bonds. 
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PICTURE FRAME BUSINESS 
We have given | 1 thought 
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We have a 
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LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 16x20 FRAMES 
on hand finished in Gold, Black and Geld 
and Gold, what most dealers charge from $2 to $3 for, we are closing 
them out at $1.25 each. ALL PIC 
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Oak and Gold, and White 

TURES REDUCED in price. 
  

BH. J HOCK EIN ROTH, 
BUSH ARCADE, BELLEFONTE, PA. 
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